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When it comes to Antarctica’s history, ice cores get all the glory. Large-scale ice-drilling efforts, such as Eu-
rope’s EPICA and Russia’s Vostok cores, capture headlines 
and the lion’s share of people and funding. After all, these 
cores contain air bubbles that are hundreds of thousands of 
years old, a frozen time capsule from Earth’s icy past.
But buried beneath the thick layers of ice, the rocks of 
Antarctica have far older stories to tell. Trapped within lay-
ers of mud and sand are geological records stretching back 
millions of years. As Antarctica’s ice teams continue to 
hunt for the oldest ice their drills will reach, a smaller band 
of rockhounds is on a similar quest to plug the gaps in the 
geological record.
The team now has a core that promises fresh insight into 
how Antarctica’s ice waxed and waned over the past few 
million years. On 26 December, a US$30-million interna-
tional project called ANDRILL pulled up the final piece of 
a core from beneath the Ross ice shelf. Previous coring ef-
forts have offered peeks into Antarctica’s deep history — 
back as far as 34 million years when the continent was first 
covered in ice. But the new core fills a gap in the ice shelf’s 
history, and sets a new Antarctic record for drilling depth.
The period covered by the core — from the present to 
more than 5 million years ago — seems to be quite active. 
Preliminary analysis has revealed thick layers of a green-
ish rock interspersed throughout the core. This is an indi-
cation of open-water conditions, suggesting that the Ross 
shelf retreated and then advanced at least 50 times with-
in the past 5 million years. With this nearly unbroken re-
cord, scientists can explore the history of the shelf in un-
precedented detail.
“It’s going to be a benchmark that we hope we can re-
fer to for years to come,” says Ross Powell, a geologist at 
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. “It may be the geo-
logical equivalent of the Vostok ice-core record.” As project 
co-leader, Powell is understandably enthusiastic about the 
core, but then so are other geologists.
The Ross ice shelf, the largest in the world, is a float-
ing extension of the even more massive West Antarctic 
Ice Sheet. That part of Antarctica is regarded as the most 
unstable and potentially prone to collapse in a globally 
warmed world. If the west Antarctic ice sheet melted en-
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tirely, it would raise the global sea level by about 5 meters. 
The Ross shelf is a tiny but important fraction of that. Its 
behavior over past millennia could help researchers im-
prove their understanding of how it might respond as tem-
peratures rise in the future.
Conditions on Earth are returning to a state that hasn’t 
existed for millions of years, says David Harwood, a geol-
ogist and ANDRILL scientist at the University of Nebraska 
in Lincoln. “We have to go back to previous times in Ant-
arctica when things were very warm, when carbon dioxide 
levels were higher, for an analogue of where we’re head-
ing,” he says.
The history of Antarctica’s ice starts about 35 million 
years ago, when atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and tem-
peratures began to drop. As the globe cooled, the great ice 
sheet in east Antarctica began to form. Some time afterwards 
— perhaps as early as 30 million years ago, or as late as 5 
million years ago — west Antarctica gained its ice as well. 
ANDRILL scientists hope to refine these timing estimates.
Until ANDRILL, Antarctic rock cores have only offered 
relatively short glimpses of the continent’s history. Inland, 
researchers drilled shallow cores during the 1970s for the 
Dry Valleys Drilling Project — the deepest reached 300 me-
ters. Offshore, ocean-drilling ships have collected sediment 
records that were scraped off the continent by the flowing 
ice; such debris provides clues to what Antarctica’s bed-
rock looked like long ago. And in the broken-up sea ice 
that fringes the continent, icebreakers have occasionally 
been able to grab a quick core of similar sediments.
Technologically, it is much harder to drill through the 
thin layer of sea ice that surrounds the continent, or be-
neath the thicker ice shelves such as the Ross. In the late 
1990s, the international Cape Roberts Project tried this for 
the first time, drilling through sea ice into the sea floor. 
A severe storm cut one of the seasons short, but the team 
managed to collect short cores dated to between 34 mil-
lion and 17 million years ago (T. R. Naish et al., Nature 413 
[2001], 719–723). That took scientists back to the formation 
of the east Antarctic ice sheet, but couldn’t tell them what 
had happened more recently.
Shelf help
ANDRILL aims to fill in that gap. “No one has ever tried 
to recover a long sedimentary record from under an ice 
shelf,” says the project’s other co-leader, Tim Naish of the 
Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences in Lower Hutt, 
New Zealand. The 200-plus consortium of researchers, run 
by the United States, New Zealand, Germany and Italy, has 
allocated two field seasons for drilling two separate cores: 
the one just completed through shelf ice, and another to be 
drilled through thinner sea ice.
For this season’s work, which began in November near 
the New Zealand Scott base, the drilling company had to 
devise a hot-water system to get through the 85 meters of 
ice shelf, and keep it from refreezing around the pipe. The 
solution was a giant metal ‘doughnut’ filled with hot water 
that continuously ran up and down the drill shaft, keeping 
the surrounding ice melted enough for operations.
Drilling was tricky at first. Tides cause the ice shelf to 
flex up and down by about a meter per cycle, and sideways 
by about half a meter per day. And stronger-than-expect-
ed ocean currents bent the pipe surrounding the drill as it 
stretched more than 900 meters through the ice shelf and 
the water below, before finally entering the sea floor. But 
after two months of non-stop drilling, the team recovered 
1,285 meters of rock.
The ANDRILL team re-
covers the final part of 
the 1,285-meter rock 
core from Antarctica.  
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The core, now stored in the freezers of the Antarctic 
geologic repository at Florida State University in Talla-
hassee, has yet to reveal all its secrets. The first challenge, 
says Powell, is pinning down its age. The top half of the 
core seems to cover the past 5 million years, and that’s 
what contains the 50-plus cycles of ice-shelf collapse. The 
sediments show repeated layers of ground-up rock debris 
scraped off the continent by glaciers, interspersed with 
the open-water greenish ooze rich in the marine organ-
isms known as diatoms. The transitions between the gla-
cial sediments and the open-water ooze seem to be quite 
sharp, says Powell — suggesting that they took place rela-
tively quickly.
Debris and ooze
Peter Barrett, a geologist at the Victoria University of 
Wellington in New Zealand, who was chief scientist for the 
Cape Roberts Project, says he was struck by the number of 
transitions over such a short period. “I think it’s spectac-
ular,” he says of the core. “We’d talked about what they 
might find beforehand of course. But I was surprised at the 
striking differences that the core brought out.”
Another major question is where the ground-up glacial 
deposits in the ANDRILL core came from. Studying the 
sediments in the core could help the team trace the materi-
al — and therefore the ice — back to its source. They might 
turn out to have come from somewhere else in west Ant-
arctica, says Powell, or perhaps even as far as east Antarc-
tica. Knowing the path the ice took could help researchers 
better understand how ice flows across the continent, thus 
aiding future models of ice flow as Antarctica warms.
Other insights could come from comparing the AN-
DRILL core with ice cores such as EPICA. There isn’t much 
overlap; only the upper 80 meters or so of the ANDRILL 
rock represent the past 1 million years, and the whole of 
EPICA covers only the past 800,000 years. But comparing 
rock and ice records could help paleoclimatologists corre-
late increases and decreases in carbon dioxide levels with 
what the ocean and the Ross shelf were doing at the time. 
“It will be very exciting to see how the records of ice-sheet 
changes they have are related to the changes in Antarc-
tic temperature we have,” says Eric Wolff, an ice-core spe-
cialist with the British Antarctic Survey in Cambridge, UK, 
and a member of the EPICA team.
The next chapter in the story will start in October, when 
the second leg of ANDRILL gets under way. For that, the 
researchers will drill through the 7-meter-thick sea ice in 
the southern part of McMurdo Sound, through the ocean 
and again into the sea floor. There, they are expected to 
pick up where the current core left off — probably around 
7 million years ago — and extend the record to around 17 
million years ago. With that, geologists hope, they will fi-
nally have a complete history of the Ross shelf.
This is key because it seems likely that Antarctica will 
undergo some serious changes in the future. Both atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide levels and temperatures are project-
ed to increase beyond historical highs over the next several 
centuries. “Just how long will it be before the temperature 
increase catches up and we watch the Ross ice shelf go 
away?” asks Barrett. With the Ross gone, the scenario goes, 
melting on the main part of the west ice sheet could accel-
erate. That’s something neither the ice experts nor the rock-
hounds want to contemplate.
The ANDRILL rig on the Ross ice shelf in Antarctica.  
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